Chapter 13

Quality-Aware Sensor Data Management
Zhijing Qin, Qi Han, Sharad Mehrotra and Nalini Venkatasubramanian

Abstract In this chapter, we provide a data management perspective on large-scale
sensor environments applications posing non-functional requirements to meet the
underlying timeliness, reliability and accuracy needs in addition to the functional
needs of data collection. Due to the large-scale regional spread, we need methods
that will allow scaling of today’s systems to large-scale deployments. Our data management techniques have solved a fundamental challenge in such situations, that is
the ability to handle the explosion of sensor data in sensor networks, either due to
scaling of the network or due to increased data generation by highly capable and
“media-rich” nodes.

1 Motivation
Continuing advances in computational power, radio components, and reduction in
the cost of high-performance processing and memory elements has led to the proliferation of portable devices (e.g., intelligent sensors, actuators, and sensory prosthetics)
with substantial processing capabilities. By providing the ability to monitor phenomena in close proximity with multihop wireless communication (enabled by on-board
radios) and collaborative in-network computation (enabled by on-board processing),
embedded networked sensors are able to achieve accuracy, latency, and coverage in
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monitoring real-world cluttered environments that a small number of complex sensors cannot. Such devices are rapidly permeating a variety of applications domains
such as avionics [1], environmental [2], structural sensing [3], telemedicine [4], space
exploration [5], and command and control [6]. Popularly used wireless sensor devices
include Mica motes from Crossbow, Tmote Sky from Moteiv, the MKII nodes from
UCLA, and SunSpot from Sun.
In this chapter, we provide a data management perspective on large-scale sensor
environments applications posing non-functional requirements to meet the underlying timeliness, reliability and accuracy needs in addition to the functional needs of
data collection. Consider the following use-case of sensor networks in the domain
of public health and safety where one needs to monitor chemical and biological
contaminants in soil, ground water, streams, etc. The application scenarios range
from long-term monitoring for slowly evolving disasters (e.g., leakage of industrial
contaminants into ground water) to detection of sudden disasters (e.g., bio-chemical
terrorist attack). Since the phenomena that we seek to monitor and respond to may
involve large-scale regional spread (tens to hundreds of kilometers), we need methods
that will allow scaling of today’s systems to large-scale deployments. A fundamental
challenge in such situations is the ability to handle the explosion of sensor data in
such networks. This explosion in data occurs either due to scaling of the network or
due to increased data generation by highly capable and ‘media-rich’ nodes. Since
data movement costs precious network resources (e.g., energy, storage, bandwidth),
data management must be part of the overall system and software architecture.
In circumstances where the presence of a human in the loop is either too expensive
or too slow, embedded sensing systems must also respond autonomously and flexibly
to unanticipated combinations of events at run-time. These systems are networked to
form long-lived “systems of systems” that must run unobtrusively and autonomously,
shielding operators from unnecessary details, while simultaneously communicating
and responding to application-critical information at heretofore infeasible rates. An
important design challenge for such complex distributed computing systems is to
satisfy performance and reliability constraints while ensuring efficient exploration
through a very large space of device and network operational choices. This process,
unless addressed by the software development and execution architecture, is likely
going to be manually driven thus limiting the application potential due to prohibitive
application development and interoperability across the sensor networks.
There are several reasons why a data management perspective on sensor networks is increasingly important. Given the proliferation of sensing capabilities, we
are observing a transition from a device centric view of sensor systems to an information centric view where sensors generate large amounts of data that is stored
and processed to generate higher level information for applications. The notion of
what is a sensor is changing (above and beyond mote-like devices) to accommodate multimodal sensors, human sensors, smartphones, all of which are capable of
capturing, storing, processing, and communicating the sensed data. Managing heterogeneous sensor data and extracting information from it is key to many real world
applications—e.g., cyberphysical systems [7].
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Networks composed of large numbers of wireless sensors present significant challenges to the designers of data management systems which aim to incorporate data
produced by such networks. We envision future generations of sensor networks that
would take input from many remote sensors, and provide geographically-dispersed
operators with the ability to interact with the collected information and to control remote actuators. As shown in Fig. 1, possible sensor sources may be smart
phones, lap top, usb sensor, etc. Sensor data generated by those sources is collected
via heterogeneous network (e.g., wifi, cellular, Ethernet, etc). A bunch of context
aware applications use those data for various kinds of purposes. Ideally, user applications will interact with sensor-generated data in a high-level language appropriate
to their application domain. This will then be translated to data management primitives, e.g., queries in an SQL-like language which will then be evaluated by the
data management system, by some appropriate processing strategy. Such strategies
should take into account (a) the quality requirements of applications, e.g., the level
of precision requested for an average temperature value, (b) the underlying observed
physical phenomena, whose properties may suggest a processing strategy, and
(c) the characteristics and current state of the sensor network, e.g., its scale, degree
of heterogeneity, processing/memory/energy capabilities of sensors.
In this chapter, we will first illustrate the different kinds of applications likely to
use sensor data, and in particular, real-time monitoring, e.g., pollutant tracking using
chemical sensors, data archival for future use, e.g., the recording of natural phenomena for future analysis by qualified scientists, and forecasting which extrapolates into
the future, as in e.g., the prediction of the likely trajectory of a hurricane. We will
characterize applications’ non-functional needs in terms of quality of service and
quality of data, describe how to specify these application needs and how to translate
high level application needs to requirements for sensor data. We will further develop
a model of a sensor system and sensor data. We will evaluate alternative architectures which can achieve application goals, spanning the spectrum from traditional
fully-centralized approaches whose simplicity is counterbalanced by their inability
to leverage sensor capabilities to fully decentralized ones which lack global scope

Fig. 1 Emerging applications in pervasive sensing environments
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Fig. 2 Sensor application landscape

but may be resilient to failures. Finally, we will examine how alternative evaluation
strategies, given an architectural choice, affect optimization goals such as timeliness,
energy efficiency and resilience to faults.

2 A Landscape of Distributed Sensor Applications
Often, sensor-based systems are built with narrow application goals in mind. Consider
for instance a simple application using chemical sensors to track and report pollutants
in water streams periodically. We anticipate that as sensor network infrastructures
become more sophisticated, they will have to accommodate several concurrent applications, some of which may have conflicting requirements in terms of timeliness,
reliability and data accuracy. It is important for future sensor systems to accommodate alternative application types, and ensure that their conflicting requirements
mesh with each other gracefully.
In order to cover a wide spectrum of sensor applications, we first distinguish
between different application types based on the temporal aspect of sensor data
(Fig. 2): archival applications focus on historical (past) data, e.g., in order to detect
patterns over time and build time-varying models. Real-time data collection is not
critical here, but high quality and reliable archival of sensor-generated data is; monitoring applications are interested in current sensor values such as intrusion detection
systems; and forecasting applications are interested in predicting future sensor values, where human operators involved in decision making processes can avail of
information about trends in sensor values. An example of this is route selection in
intelligent transportation applications, where techniques to predict traffic conditions
(estimated from traffic monitoring devices) among various route candidates can help
in reducing travel times and latencies.
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We can also classify applications based on the pattern of access to sensor data
(Fig. 2). In some cases, e.g., pollutant tracking, the target application is known before
sensor data is collected. Thus, one can set up the data collection framework in a
manner that is optimal for the particular application. In particular, if multiple such
applications co-exist, as in e.g., multiple continuous queries then one could exploit the
overlap in applications’ data needs to optimize the amount of data communication.
In other cases, the application type (e.g., requests for aggregate pollutant levels over
spatial grids) is known, but not the query instances, which are unknown and arrive in
an ad hoc manner. Finally, there is the case where the specific application type may
not be known beforehand. For example, one might instrument a network of traffic
monitoring sensors for the purpose of monitoring speed levels in different segments
of the road. However, sensors in such an infrastructure may potentially be used in the
future for very different applications: e.g., to control traffic signals, or disseminate
optimal routes in real-time to drivers.
The basic functionality of the sensor network is to sense, capture, and communicate data to answer application queries. The ability to use sensors in a wide range of
applications has expanded the way sensing (and sensors) are used today. Traditionally, sensor data is viewed as being small—it was designed to encompass parameters
such as temperature and smoke density; more recently, it has expanded to incorporate diverse and richer context data from cyberphysical systems, e.g., smartspace
video surveillance data and power grid voltmeter. Further, sensor data can also be
data captured by smart phones either from user input or from built in sensors such as
accelerometers. The sensor application landscape discussed above is valid regardless
of data sources. Increasingly, it has become more important to enable the functionality of the sensor network while addressing the tradeoffs and non-functional needs of
various sensor applications. By non-functional needs, we mean applications’ timeliness, reliability, and data accuracy needs. This can be achieved by taking advantage
of a few key intuitions and building upon the wealth of techniques developed over
the years in real-time systems, fault tolerant distributed computing and dynamic data
management.
Consider the following example of sensing for emergency response at a crisis site.
(1) Medical sensing: medical sensors can be deployed on a patient’s body to monitor
health related parameters. These data is collected via wireless personal area network
for the doctors to monitor the patient’s health status in real time. (2) Deployed environmental sensors at crisis site: smoke sensor can detect fire in a building, and it can
also work with camera sensors to help determine a rescue route in a timely manner.
The above example illustrates the utility of sensing in emergency response applications. The example also illustrates the need for timeliness, prioritization and fault
tolerance in sensing. It illustrates that the networked sensor environment in practice
is highly heterogeneous. It illustrates the need for careful and judicious utilization
of scarce communication resources. In fact, it also illustrates that in the immediate aftermath of a disaster, energy efficiency of the sensors monitoring patients and
environmental phenomena is of less importance than the timely and accurate communication of sensed information. It illustrates that these needs shift over time where
enhancing sensor lifetimes through careful energy management at the sensor node
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is critical to monitor remnant or new phenomena in the days and weeks after the
disaster. It illustrates that the sensing data has changing needs which will bring about
different desired tradeoffs. For example, before a fire starts, smoke sensors only need
to report when the smoke density exceeds a specified threshold. While during the fire,
smoke sensors need to periodically report the smoke density with a high frequency.
The need of the sensing changes from reliability to timeliness.
The first step towards the goal of supporting sensor applications with different
quality needs is to fully understand the diverse needs of monitoring, archiving or
forecasting sensor applications. This requires a careful analysis of a wide range of
performance requirements, which define the extent to which performance specifications such as timeliness, reliability, and accuracy may be violated. We explore
applications’ quality requirements from several dimensions.
• QoS-timeliness may be specified in the format of periodicity, deadline, or a certain
relative order of different tasks. For instance, in the subsurface contaminant tracking scenario, conductivity readings will only be collected after the temperature
readings suggest the existence of a potential plume. Current sensor systems support a basic form of time constraints—data collection frequency as in TAG [8]
and Cougar [9]. It is worthwhile to investigate other timing notions used in temporal, real-time databases [10–12] and active databases [13, 14], and then develop
a variety of timing semantics appropriate for distributed sensor environments.
• QoS-reliability is most commonly defined as the percentage of nodes participating
in the collection among all the nodes in the sensor network [15, 16], or as a set
of nodes that cover the entire sensor network [17]. In addition to supporting these
reliability specifications, we have developed more informative reliability metrics
with well-defined semantics. For instance, the recall metric used in information
retrieval may be used to indicate the desired completeness of the answer set, if the
application is gathering all the readings that meet certain conditions [18]; reliability
can also be specified as tolerable thresholds on “false-alarm” or “missed-event”
probabilities (i.e., bounds on detection or estimation accuracy) [19].
• QoD (Quality of Data) desired from the sensing substrate may be imposed on
individual sensor values, or on an answer computed over readings from a set
of sensor reports. QoD requirements may be specified as desired data freshness,
absolute or relative accuracy bounds. For instance, an application may be satisfied
with a report that is off the true value by ±5 [20] (i.e., absolute accuracy) or by
10 % [21] (i.e., relative accuracy).
• Cost is simply defined as energy consumption since energy is the most stringent
resource constraint in sensor networks.
A sensor application may have requirements for one of the multidimensional parameters (QoS, QoD, Cost), or a combination of them with different preferences towards
different constraints. These preferences will be used to guide future monitoring,
sensing and collection plans. In practice, it may be very difficult (if not impossible)
to satisfy all the specified requirements simultaneously, to reach the multi-constraint
optimal point in reality given the dynamic network conditions and severe resource
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constraints in the sensor network. Therefore, we allow applications to specify their
preference towards different constraints.
One of the important sensor application programming methodologies that have
emerged in recent research is a separation between application logic and the sensor
data acquisition that drives the application. Examples of such efforts include the
Cougar [9] and Berkeley TinyDB projects [22] that have promoted the view of sensors
as data producers and support declarative database languages such as SQL, suitably
extended and modified, as a way for applications to specify their sensor data needs
(e.g., ACQL [23] developed as part of TinyDB supports event-based queries, lifetime
queries, etc.) which are of specific interest in sensor environments. An important
research direction is extensions of both syntax and semantics of such languages
to enable specification of not just their functional but also non-functional needs of
applications. A step in that direction is TiNA [24] that extended ACQL to support
applications with data accuracy requirements. However, constructs to specify other
aspects including timeliness and reliability constraints are missing. Developing such
a language requires a careful analysis of diverse needs of sensor applications ranging
from monitoring, archival, prediction, actuation, etc.
To ensure end-to-end support for applications with multiple non-functional needs,
it is essential to provide a channel for applications to specify what they need and
in what manner. First, we will need a high level declarative language, using which
applications can specify both functional and non-functional needs. Second, we will
also need a compiler that takes in an application program and generates executable
code. The specification of high level application needs will be either translated to
data needs or tradeoffs to guide sensing and collection planning. We next discuss
why existing work in the literature cannot be directly used and suggest possible ideas
to address this issue.
Specification of application needs: Sensor applications are often interested in
data of certain type (e.g., temperature, or humidity data), and they are not interested
in where and how the data is obtained. TinyDB uses a modified version of traditional
SQL, focusing on issues related to when and how often data are acquired [23]. It
supports several new features that are unique to sensor applications, such as eventbased queries, lifetime-based queries and actuation queries, etc. Worthy of mention
is the “LIFETIME” clause, which provides an intuitive way for users to reason
about power consumption. This language has been furthered extended for continuous
aggregate queries by TAG [8] and Cougar [9] where sampling period is specified in
a clause beginning “EPOCH DURATION” or “EVERY”. Building on top of these,
TiNA [24] introduces the “TOLERANCE” clause in the query specification, using
which users can specify the temporal coherency tolerance for the query. For example,
if the user specifies the tolerance to be 10 %, the sensor network will only report sensor
readings that differ from previous reported readings by more than 10 %.
It is necessary to further extend the query language and provide other clauses
for users to specify other non-functional needs in addition to accuracy and energy
efficiency: timeliness, reliability.
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• Specifying accuracy: The concept of relative accuracy introduced by TiNA allows
a uniform and easy to understand definition of user tolerance on heterogeneous data
sources, where the domain of sensed values is different from one sensor to another.
However, there do exist other applications that prefer to specify their absolute
tolerance (the maximum deviation of sensor reports from actual measurements).
Therefore, we should add the support for absolute accuracy tolerance.
• Specifying timeliness: Specification of time constraints has been used extensively
in real-time databases and active databases, where time constraints of transactions
take the form of periodic, non-periodic, deadline based or non-deadline based;
they can also be specified as relative relationships among different transactions.
For example, transaction A must be finished 10 s before transaction B. We should
leverage those well-studied methodologies and build time constraints into sensor
query language. In addition, we should provide an approximate means for specifying time constraints. When there is uncertainty in the exact timing of event
occurrences [25], each event occurrence can have a timestamp given by a time
interval. We believe this will provide more flexibility for applications.
• Specifying reliability: Faults in sensor networks create ambiguity in answers to
queries. For example, it is impossible for applications to know whether the answer
is based on partial reports from sensors, whether the unreported readings are missing or just because those sensors do not satisfy the predicates. Reliability requirements can take the form of event detection probability, or percentage of readings
from a certain region, etc. The “recall” metric used in information retrieval can be
used to measure the completeness of answer to selection queries. That is, applications can specify in the language their desired recall requirements.
Our discussion so far about language support assumes deterministic guarantees to
these non-functional needs. In fact, these assumptions can be relaxed. Some applications would be satisfied with probabilistic guarantees [26]; in addition, applications
may have various preferences towards these non-functional needs. Some type of
probabilistic reasoning will be necessitated by the fact that sensors record measurements at points in space and time, whereas applications are interested in the underlying phenomena which are continuous in nature, and can be approximated, e.g., by
interpolation [27]. Therefore, the language should include clauses to applications to
specify their preferences, which can later be used to guide sensing and collection.
Translation of Application Needs: In fact, an application’s non-functional needs
manifest themselves in the several layers of the system; by adapting and translating non-functional requirements between different layers in the system, we are able
to satisfy the application requirements in a manner that is sensitive to the underlying resource availability. We next use the accuracy requirement as an example to
explain the implication of accuracy needs at application layer, query service layer
and data collection layer. We then illustrate how an application’s accuracy needs can
be mapped to data accuracy needs.
Application accuracy need is related to the real-life goals of applications. For
example, a particular application might be interested in detecting a certain event in
a region. Accuracy here can be defined as event detection accuracy. Data collection
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system can adjust accuracy settings at the various service layers with the ultimate goal
of satisfying the application accuracy requirement while minimizing system resource
assumption. Conversions between accuracy representations at query service and data
collection layers depend on the particular query types.
Query accuracy requirements are specified by each query and each answer has
certain accuracy guarantees. The querying service uses the data produced by the data
collection service to produce answers to queries posed by users. There are several
types of queries considered in our system: (a) Queries on an individual sensor may
ask for its value at a given time at some accuracy level. When the query can be
satisfied using the collected data, these queries can be processed and answered by
utilizing only data obtained from the data collection service. Otherwise, the data
collection service may begin sampling at a higher rate in order to provide the desired
level of quality. (b) A set-based query asks for the set of sensors that possess certain
property. The accuracy on the answer set can be usually captured by using “precision
and recall” [28]. If E is the set of sensors which possess the property, e.g., “with its
sensing value greater than 100” and A is the set of sensors returned as an answer,
then “precision” measures the fraction of A which should have been returned, i.e.,
A∩E
A , which measures the purity of the answer, whereas recall measures the fraction
of E that was returned, i.e., A∩E
E , which quantifies the completeness of the answer.
(c) Aggregate queries are also quite common, which computer count, sum, average,
min or max over a set of data. All the queries discussed above can be either one-time
queries or continuous queries. Dealing with continuous queries is more challenging
due to the fact that storing and updating data demand more system resource. Adapting
data accuracy to meet query accuracy requirements is one of the main focuses in this
research thrust.
Data collection accuracy is upper bounded by sensing technology, as it is impossible to obtain a better estimate of observed phenomena than that which is technologically feasible using the best sensing technology. However, invoking the sensing, processing the sensed data, and transmitting it, all require significant amount
of resources, including energy, CPU cycles and disk space. This can become an
excessive burden for resource-limited sensor devices or damaged/overloaded sensing infrastructures. Thus, the data collection should be flexible by: (i) switching
between different sensors if more than one are available; (ii) approximating data
time series in order to minimize transmission; finally,(iii) adapting the rate at which
samples are obtained, saving on the cost of using the sensors, but producing a coarser
approximation of sensed phenomena. The sensing accuracy is governed mostly by
the deployed sensors. The accuracy of sensing corresponds to the “measurement
error” in a traditional scientific experiment.
The complexity of mapping an application’s accuracy requirement to accuracy
requirements over sensor measurements depends on both the application as well as the
nature of the underlying sensor network. For example, when we use acoustic sensors
to track a moving object, the measurement at the sensor cannot directly translate to
the displacement of the object. We should allow the application writer to adapt the
application logic to deal with imprecise data without worrying about the underlying
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translation of data to measurement accuracy. We have demonstrated how such a
translation can be achieved using a mathematical framework for a target tracking
application willing to tolerate a bounded inaccuracy (e.g., tolerance to within 10 m
from the target trajectory) [29]. Similar with accuracy need mapping, we can translate
timeliness and reliability requirements as well. For queries with time constraints, we
can avoid probing those nodes whose responses are slow [30]; for queries with
reliability requirements, we can decide whether those missing reports need to be
re-transmitted.

3 Sensor Data Models and Representation
A data model is used to store and represent sensor data at different levels of the
architecture. Data representation plays an important role in answering user queries—
a good model not only reduces the amount of efforts needed to answer queries, but also
facilitates the satisfaction of non-functional needs, such as accuracy and reliability
of the sensor data. There are several questions to be answered in developing a data
representation model. (a) Shall we choose a simple or a complex model? A complex
model might be more accurate, but typically requires more parameters that will need
to be exchanged between sensors and servers, incurring extra overhead. It is preferred
to use a simple model if it can suffice. (b) How is a model generated? A data model
can be static and chosen from a set of fixed models; a model can also be dynamically
learned from the changing sensor readings. (c) When should a model or the model
related parameters be changed? If it is changed immediately upon a model violation,
that would be too aggressive since the violation may be temporary a phenomena; if
it is never changed, then it would be too conservative and sensor does not always
comply with a single model. (d) Who updates the model? A server may have global
knowledge and can maintain history, so a long-haul model is possible; however
it does not have the most recent changes in sensor readings. Keeping the data at
the servers and sensors consistent requires additional communication overhead. If a
sensor updates the model, the advantage is that the sensor has better knowledge of
recent history. However, a long-haul model may not be feasible if the sensor does
not have enough memory to store the history.
Traditional sensor applications such as temperature and humidity monitoring
require the sensor to report the exact data to the server, and the update may be periodically or event-triggered. Such kind of data enables the server to have an accurate
view of the sensor data. However, given the limited computational, communication,
and storage resources at the sensors, it is expensive to collect and communicate
the exact data to the server, especially when the sensor data becomes voluminous.
Moreover, there are inherent errors existing in sensors and a single exact data may
be incorrect. For example, in an application such as target tracking in a sensor network, error in sensor intensity readings may result in error in localizing the object.
Similarly, the result of a query for average temperature in a given region may be
imprecise due to data error. Fortunately, one key observation is that a large number of
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Fig. 3 Sensor data representations

sensor applications can tolerate a certain degree of error in data. The communication
overhead between the data sensors and the server can be alleviated by exploiting the
applications’ error tolerance. This leads the possibility of using a range to represent
the collected data. A larger range will cause less messaging overhead and energy
consumption, but will lower the data quality. In contrast, small range will provide
higher data quality while incurring bigger overhead and energy consumption.
Related research efforts [20, 31] explores the natural tradeoff between application quality and energy consumption at the sensors. With the dynamicity on both
the application requirement and the data source, an adaptive range representation
model is proposed [20, 31].The range of the collected data depends on both the
application requirement and the cost. An optimized range can be chosen by satisfying
the application requirement while minimize the cost (Fig. 3).
SensorML: More recently, increasingly ubiquitous sensors brought us sensor data
with various content, quality and formats from heterogeneous data source [32], e.g.,
video surveillance data from pervasive computing space and speech data from firefighters’ interphones. To integrate and utilize these various kinds of data, one single
sensor data model is not sufficient. More generic and standardized sensor data models
should be proposed. Senor Modeling Language (SensorML)[33] is an XML-based
modeling language designed for such a purpose. SensorML provides the mechanism
for describing the whole range of sensing from simple sensors to arbitrary complex
sensor systems and its corresponding platforms. Each sensor is modeled as an operator that is an integral part of a system. Operators consist of input and output behavior,
i.e., describe the stimulus received by the sensor and its subsequent action, additional
parameters and the input-output transformation function. SensorML meta-data can
be used to provide answers to the questions, (1) what is measured (phenomenon);
(2) how is it measured (calibration, quality); (3) where is it measured (geometry, spatial response, and sampling); (4) when is it measured (temporal sampling, impulse
response); and (5) why is it measured (target application, future processing).
However, the limitation of this standard is that it assumes that users and application
writers are able to specify their needs by describing the sensors and operators required
for the task at hand. It does not address middleware level challenges such as the
need to represent high level concepts, such as entities and activities, which are much
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more natural for application designers to reason about. Furthermore, the specification
does not address adaptivity challenges, hence assuming that there are no resource
constraints.
The Virtual Sensor Abstraction: To capture sensing needs at a higher levels of
abstraction, SATware [34] abstracts specific sensor formats, data types and the representation of sensor readings so that developers can build applications at the logical
level without specific details about the acquisition process or the data formats of the
underlying sensor(s). SATware suggests a conceptual level abstracting the raw sensor
streams from application writers. More specifically, SATware encapsulates a query
into a single operator: a virtual sensor. This is the similar idea to encapsulation in
object-oriented programming and aims to hide complexity of operators and simplify
the design of applications. It also speeds up application development in SATware
and reduces probability of having faulty applications.
Applications can also be modularized and tested independently. Also, reusability
is increased since (1) operator topologies (and not only operators) can be now reused,
and (2) virtual sensors can be replaced without changing the rest of the application.
Virtual sensors provide a controlled avenue toward producing more semantic views
closer to the problem domain of the users of sensor data steam processing application.
An example of a virtual sensor is
WhoLeftCoffeeBurning = 010(CoffeeBurning, Person_Id)
where O10 is an operator that detects if a person has let the coffee burn more than
three times, given a person ID and the burning event. Additionally, the notion of a
virtual sensor enables optimizations at other system levels to deal with non-functional
constraints. For example the middleware services can be utilized to adapt the data
collection process, perform sensor actuations and enable re-calibration of sensors to
perturbations and errors.
Semantics-Based Data Models: While virtual sensors provides a higher level
abstraction of the sensor data, there is still a significant semantic gap between the
information of interest for users (e.g., “where is the evacuation warden?”) and the
data produced by sensors (“RFID reader 57 and read tag 0815”). A key reason for
this gap is that traditional database systems, particularly those focused on capturing
and managing data from the real world, are not good at dealing with the noise, loss,
and uncertainty in data inherent in information that is obtained from sensors. We
argue that a semantics-based data model should be used to represent the uncertainty
that is inherent in information obtained from sensors, as a way of bridging this gap.
Recently, there has been renewed interest in modeling the uncertainty of a sensor
data value using a Bayesian framework. For example, Graphical models [35] have
been used to managing and querying large-scale uncertain databases; these models
capture not only tuple-level and attribute-level uncertainties, but can also represent
arbitrary correlations that may be present among the data. Efficient strategies for
query evaluation over such probabilistic databases are also been studied. For example, Deshpande et al. [36] have proposed a suite of techniques based on probabilistic
models that are designed to allow database to tolerate noise and loss, exploit correlations to predict missing values and identify outliers [37]. Such correlations also
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provide a way to give approximate answers to users at a significantly lower cost
and enable a range of new types of queries over the correlation structure. SATWare
extends the semantic ideas in SensorML to capture concepts relevant to sensor-based
system. It employs several ontologies and concepts to represent the physical world,
the sensor, the data and their correlations.
Figure 4 illustrates the key elements of a semantics-based sensor data model that
include (a) the sensor; (b) the environment model in which the sensor is embedded;
(c) the phenomena (observed by a sensor) and the associated phenomena semantics;
(d) the observability of a phenomena, an observation generated by a sensor and the
corresponding observation extraction process. We describe these concepts in detail
below.
Phenomena and Phenomena Semantics: Phenomena represent any kind of feature property whose value is amenable to observation or estimation, including physical properties, existence and occurrence assessments, etc. Phenomenon has a type,
for example, a person walked in certain space, meeting has started in a certain room,
number of people in a region. The phenomena is a measureable value instance that
happens in the pervasive space and changes over time. Almost any phenomena can
be captured and represented by discretizing the value range. For example, the level
of coffee in a coffee pot can be categorized to one of the following values: “full,”
“half-full” and “empty.” The coffee level changes due to brewing of fresh coffee and
consumption of coffee and an accurate representation models these state transitions
as a function of time. Phenomena semantics represent the way that the phenomena
evolves as a function of time and space. The phenomena semantics capture the state
transition nature of the phenomena as a function of time and space. Consider the coffee level detection task described above, a full coffee level can transition to half-full,
empty and overflowing states. The likelihood of each of the possible future states
based on the current and past states gives us a meaningful context and understanding of the monitored system, in this case the coffee machine. The semantics of a

Fig. 4 A generalized semantics-based sensor data model
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phenomena give the application a “window” to the future states of the phenomena
in the expected sense. This, in turn, is used to guide the middleware in tasks such as
data collection—if it knows that an entity is more likely to appear in a certain camera
we can allocate resources accordingly.
Environment Model: creates an abstract representation of the monitored environment. The abstract environment representation allows the modeling of the phenomena state independent of the sensing infrastructure. The environment model creates
unique space identifiers for different regions in the monitored space—r1,…,rk. For
example, in a building setting the environment model is used to refer to different
regions such as “r1 = south west hallway, second floor” and “r2 = second floor
kitchen”.
Sensors: Sensors represent physical sources (e.g., devices) that provide input to
observe a phenomena. The sensor is associated with metadata information that is used
by the different processes that extract observations. Metadata information includes
the
• Sensor type. Sensor types include video, motion, temperature, etc. Different sensor
types are capable of observing different types of phenomena, for instance, measuring the temperature can be done using a thermometer and not a video camera.
• Environment Cover—the regions of the space that are covered by this sensor. For
example, in the case of a camera sensor the regions covered include the parts of
the environment in the field of view of the camera.
• Sensor parameters—the state of the sensor (e.g., in the case of camera sensor the
state can be zoomed in or zoomed out, titled at 65 %, etc.).
Virtual Sensors and the Observation Extraction Process: Virtual sensors abstract
the physical source of data and capture the extraction process that is used to observe
a phenomena. Observations are generated following an extraction process—D that is
controlled by extraction parameters. The extraction process is responsible of generating a digital representation of the high level event that was captured by the sensor.
Generating the observation might include multiple operators and processes, however,
for our problem we abstract that process and consider that the observation process
contains an extraction process as well. For example, detecting if there is a face in
the field of view requires processing by a face detection operator. We assume that
the observation extraction process also executes all the relevant operators to generate
the observation of interest to the application.
Observability of a Phenomena: A sensor has a finite number of possible states that
control the way the sensor observes the monitored phenomena. Given a phenomena
at a given location and time, a sensor would be able to observe it and hence will be
in the observability set of the phenomena if the following four conditions hold:
(1) The sensor type can observe the phenomena of interest.
(2) The coverage of the sensor includes the location of the phenomena as specified
by the environment model.
(3) The state of the sensor is such that the phenomena type is observable in that state
by that sensor type.
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(4) The observation parameters are calibrated to extract the observation correctly.
For example, collecting a high resolution frontal face image of an entity in MeerkatU,
can only be done if (1) the sensor is of video camera type, and (2) the face of the
entity appears in a region that is part of the field of view of the camera, as specified
by our environment model. (3) The camera is zoomed into the region in which the
face is present. (4) The face detection software is calibrated to detect that there is
face in the field of view of the camera. The observability of a phenomena is related
to observability in control systems [38] in which the internals of a system need to be
observed using external measurements.
To exploit the above data model concepts effectively in gathering and processing
data from large multisensory systems. one must understand the architecture of the
distributed sensor system in more detail—this is the topic of the following section.

4 Architectures for Executing Sensor Applications
Given heterogeneous sensor platform distributed over a space and applications data
needs expressed as queries, multiple execution architectures are possible. A traditional client-server approach would collect data at a (logically) centralized repository
and evaluate queries over such a repository. In such a centralized sensing architecture, sensors are passive units that send data to the central server. Applications subsequently execute over this server, operating over the data stored there. This approach
simply uses the minimum functionality expected of sensors, namely their ability to
communicate their captured data to the world at large. Such an approach does not
exploit the computation and storage capabilities available within the sensor network
at sensor nodes.
In recent years, the availability of cheap wireless sensors has led many researchers
to re-evaluate this architecture. Several observations led to this: first, current sensor
designs include processing and memory components which are not leveraged if the
sensor is considered as a passive beacon of data; second, bandwidth and energy limitations of battery-powered sensors may make the centralized approach very inefficient,
as it entails the transmission of every value from its source, via multiple hops, to the
server; third, servers themselves would not be able to scale gracefully to the large
number of data sources anticipated for future sensor networks due to the low cost of
these devices; fourth, time delays for transmitting data to a server before processing it may be prohibitive, and this may be especially critical in applications where
real-time response, e.g., actuation, is driven by the sensors themselves.
As a result, many researchers have adopted approaches in which processing is
pushed to the sensors themselves, either by eliminating the need for a server altogether, or by introducing some intelligence in the data flow structure, e.g., routing
tree, used to transmit data from the sensors to the central server. In the traditional
centralized approach, sensors sample periodically and transmit them to the server
who then does all the processing. In a completely decentralized approach, data is
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transmitted between sensors and processed by the sensors themselves to determine
whether there is an event of interest [29]. The third and more popular approach is to
introduce some intelligence in the routing tree leading to the server; for example, a
sensor routes values of other sensors towards the server, and it might avoid doing so
if it determines that a sensor’s value places it well outside the application’s interest.
This splits the processing between the server and the sensors, and would result at
lower data transmission costs, as fewer values need to be transmitted.
Such “in-network” computation can effectively exploit resources at the sensors to
trade computation for reduced communication. By computing directly in the sensor
network, the data routing and computing can be co-optimized, resulting in higher
scalability. There are, however, limitations of such an approach including limitations
on types of data access that can be supported in-network, complexity of optimally
splitting computation between sensors and servers, and the lack of a direct way of
exploiting applications tolerance to errors and faults. Yet another approach is a hierarchical view in which the actual placement of the distributed server functionality is
a function of the node capabilities in a hierarchical setting, the architecture allowing
for dynamic migration of functionality based on the well-developed client server
model. The exploration of such architectures has, in the literature, been motivated
from a narrow perspective of suitability for one (or more) sensor application scenarios (e.g., monitoring, archiving), a comprehensive understanding of the suitability
and feasibility of diverse architectures under different situations and blend of application loads is missing. Additionally, the implications of supporting non-functional
requirements over these architectures is not well understood in many cases. Therefore, there is a need for a thorough comprehensive analysis of possible architectures
with the focus on supporting non-functional application requirements.
There is an intuitive simplicity in the centralized approach, since any application
can be conceivably built on top of it. By contrast, approaches which push processing
to the sensors entail the need to create distributed versions of every task posed to
the network, each of which must (i) work correctly, i.e., produce a result equivalent
to that produced by a centralized approach, and (ii) work efficiently and robustly,
especially in the sense of minimizing energy drain and being resilient to failures.
It is not immediately clear which architecture is the most appropriate for what type
of applications. A methodology for systematic evaluation of different architectural
approaches must be based on the following factors:
• Application needs: Consider an application monitoring certain phenomenon
within a geographical region for real-time response. Imagine that a routing tree
is used to achieve this goal, with each node in the tree aggregating data received
from its children. There are many ways to build such a tree with different node
placement and tree construction strategies. To minimize makespan, i.e., the completion time of collecting all data, it is essential to enable and exploit parallel
transmissions as much as possible. It seems intuitive that a routing tree with large
node fanouts may help increase parallel transmissions and reduce the depth of the
tree, thus reduce the notification delay for changes in the observed phenomenon.
However, when interference in wireless communication is considered, it is not
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obvious that large fanouts can always decrease makespan. Given a monitoring
application, it is challenging to design a sensor placement and tree construction
algorithm under constraints such as network coverage and wireless interference,
to achieve the ultimate goal of timeliness. Furthermore, large fanouts may impose
a great burden on individual parent sensors which must listen for and aggregate
over several values. Therefore, an archival application would prefer a different
architecture which prolongs the longevity of the sensor network by optimizing for
energy drain alone.
• Node density of sensor networks: Imagine two sensor networks that differ in the
number of nodes which they contain. This point is salient in view of the fact
that many current sensor deployments and many research efforts are evaluated
over networks of small size, of up to at most a few hundred nodes. Much of
the initial excitement about wireless sensors centered around the prospect that
networks involving thousands and millions of sensors would be built. What is
the best architecture for networks of different size? A centralized approach might
impose tremendous processing costs on the central server over a large network.
On the other hand, a fully distributed solution may be completely impractical
for networks of this size, e.g., because of the long paths of lateral (sensor-tosensor) communication. It appears that network clustering, which groups sensor
nodes into clusters, is the most feasible approach. However, identifying the criteria
that determine the sizes and even hierarchies of clusters is a challenging issue.
Dynamically maintaining and changing the clusters is also an immediate challenge
to accommodate node failures and balance energy drain across sensors.
• Heterogeneity of sensor networks: Current approaches often assume the existence of a network monitoring a single environmental attribute, e.g., temperature.
If multiple sensors exist, e.g., for temperature and atmospheric pressure, then
integration of their data might need to happen de facto in a central server, depending on the ability of sensor nodes for temperature/pressure to communicate with
each other. Some efforts [39–41] address issues emerging from the co-existence
of multiple sensing modalities within a single sensor node. Yet, there exist many
different possible gradations between a situation where temperature and pressure
can only be correlated at a central server and one in which they are measured on
the same node. Consider the example of an application for detecting anomalous
behavior, e.g., intrusions, in sensitive installations. Light intensity, sound, smoke,
video, motion detection and numerous other sensor types may co-exist in such a
setting, and data from them ought to be integrated either in-network or at a central site for the purpose of e.g., raising an alarm or tracking an intruder. Bearing
certain precedence constraints, e.g., acoustic sensors are much cheaper to operate
than video sensors which allows us to check sound intensity first to detect an intrusion event with minimum energy consumption, data may be routed in a specific
way, e.g., from acoustic sensors to video sensors, to enable in-network integration
for the purpose of e.g., raising an alarm or tracking an intruder. Decisions on the
best architecture for these applications have to be made considering all potential
cooperation between sensor nodes.
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Fig. 5 A mediation-based architecture for sensor systems

A Mediation-Based Architecture for Sensor Data Management: Concurrently
supporting multiple applications is complicated; it is desirable to have a middleware
component bridging the applications and the network layer. There are plenty of works
on WSN middleware. From the paradigm perspective, we can classify these middlewares into several categories: event-based [42], application driven [43], component
based [44] and mediation based. In this chapter, we use a mediator to shield applications from underlying complexity; it is the module where the context collection
process is executed. Figure 5 depicts the architectural components of a mediatorbased framework for context collection. The efficiency of the system depends on
specific algorithms applied in each component of the framework. We describe the
functionality of each component.
The Information Sources correspond to different components in the distributed
sensor system, such as the server, link, mobile or stationary host, and sensors. The
context information about sources includes network parameters (such as residual
link bandwidth, end-to-end delay on links, link load, link packet drop rate.), server
parameters (such as CPU utilization, butter capacity, disk bandwidth.), stationary host
parameters (such as client capacity, connectivity), mobile host parameters (such as
mobile host location, connectivity, power level), and any data that sensors can capture
(such as temperature, humidity, habitat activities). These sources can be programmed
to send out information updates periodically, to respond to value requests, or to send
out notifications when their values are beyond a certain pre-specified threshold.
The Information Consumers are application and system level tasks that use the
data collected from the information sources. For instance, a traffic monitoring application is an application level task that obtains data from highway sensors periodically
to assist in traffic planning and routing. Consumer requests are read-only requests
that obtain current context, and they are often associated with QoS and/or QoD
requirements. The arrival time of one-shot consumer requests are unpredictable,
while continuous consumer requests are often in the format of interest registration,
i.e., they register desired context data with specified triggering conditions.
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The Data Base is also called Context Repository consisting of distributed databases which hold context information from information sources. Approximate data
representation in the repository can be used to lower the cost of maintaining the repository. For example, each data item can be represented using an interval bounded by
an upper and a lower value. The information in the context repository is updated
based on current network conditions and user requirements using different update
policies.
The Information Mediator serves as the decision point for the information collection process. When a number of users request dynamic data at varying requirements
under constantly changing system/network conditions, mediation functionality is
crucial to deliver the right data to the right user at the right time. Therefore, a key
component of context collection architecture is an information mediator, which connects information sources and consumers and serves as a crux of the information
collection process where collection decisions are instrumented.
Information Flow of a Context Collection Process: A typical context collection
process works as follows. Information sources communicate changes in source values
to the mediator, and the mediator uses the most recent value to update the context
repository representation if deemed necessary. Information consumers forward their
requests to the mediator which in turn retrieves the requested data from the repository.
If the repository values meet user specified quality, the mediator returns the answer;
otherwise, the mediator probes the sources for current values. In next section, we
will show how we collect sensor data on such a mediation-based system.
Distributing the Mediator Functionality: Although logically a mediator resides
between applications and sensors, in reality, it can be at a very powerful server, or
at a resource sufficient base station, or at resource constrained sensors. Since sensor
applications may involve a large number of sensors (especially when the observed
phenomena moves spatially), it is desirable to use distributed cooperating mediators
to ensure system scalability. Given a large number of consumers (query points) and
sensor networks, the choice of how to design the mediation-based architecture has
multiple challenges—it involves determining an optimal total number of mediators
and their locations should be identified that minimizes the overhead involved in
satisfying the functional and non-functional needs.
Given multiple mediators, techniques are required to decide where to place data
from each sensor and how (e.g., at what accuracy level) the data should be maintained. In addition, we need to maintain a consistent view among all the replicas;
with multiple mediators, we need to select for each user request where to retrieve the
requested data in order to ensure applications’ non-functional needs while balancing
the load among distributed mediators. As sensor network infrastructures get more
sophisticated, they must provide seamless access to data dispersed across a hierarchy
of sensors, mediators, servers and archives—from sensor devices where data originates to large databases where data is stored and/or analyzed. Sensors are more than
just passive beacons, but can perform useful work, so we need to consider where to
store data and how to push part of the computation to sensors. Archival applications
require large amounts of sensor data to be stored for future analysis. If this information is stored at sensors, then we are restricted by sensors limited storage, network
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Fig. 6 SATware mediation middleware

and computation resources. If this information is stored at servers, the architecture
must be able to cope with high data production rates, and prevent data staleness
and/or wasted resources. Several research efforts have been devoted to this area.
Dimensions [45] uses in-network wavelet-based progressive aging of summaries in
support of long-term querying in storage. DCS [46] stores data at a node determined
by the name associated with the sensed data. In SDCT [47], finding locations of
the nodes for caching data to minimize communication cost corresponds to finding
the nodes of a weighted Minimum Steiner tree whose edge weights depend on the
edge’s Euclidean length and its data refresh rate. Based on this, a dynamic distributed
energy-conserving application-layer service for data caching and asynchronous multicast is presented. TSAR [48] is a storage architecture designed for multi-tier sensor
network where an application comprises tens of tethered proxies, each managing tens
to hundreds of untethered sensors. TSAR separates data from metadata by employing
local archiving at the sensors and distributed indexing at the proxies. At the proxy
tier, TSAR employs a novel multi-resolution ordered distributed index structure, the
Interval Skip Graph, for efficiently supporting spatio-temporal and value queries.
At the sensor tier, TSAR supports energy-aware adaptive summarization that can
trade off the cost of transmitting metadata to the proxies against the overhead of
false hits resulting from querying a coarse-grain index. The data placement problem
should be addressed together with non-functional needs. Specifically, the goal should
be to identify the most appropriate data placement strategies to achieve timeliness,
accuracy, reliability needs while ensuring energy efficiency.
SATware [34] is a distributed multilevel mediation-based middleware for multisensor environment. If can efficiently capture, represent, process, and store information from the various data producers (e.g., cameras, motes, mesh routers) at desired
levels of accuracy and granularity to meet the information quality and dependability
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needs of consumers (e.g., video data for surveillance or link congestion levels for
routing) given storage and communication constraints. Shown in Fig. 6, the data collection module can adjust the collection policy to achieve this. The privacy issues
(e.g., in video data) are solved by privacy manager. At the meantime, given the application requirement and the low level sensor environment, optimal sensing schedule
can be made to achieve efficient data collection. In general the architecture of SATware mediation middleware that translates application needs (expressed via queries)
to a corresponding data collection plan to be executed on the multisensor environment. Such data collection techniques to deal with the multiple needs of sensor
applications is the focus of the following section.

5 Sensor Data Collection
Given the importance and potential of the impact of sensor technologies, over the past
decade, significant progress has been made on techniques to architect and program
large-scale sensor systems. Important developments include design of light-weight
operating systems for sensor devices, powerful programming frameworks that isolate
application logic from the complexities of optimizing the computation over sensor
networks, techniques for in-network processing that exploit computational resources
at the sensors to reduce communication and preserve energy.
While substantial progress has been made, current research has primarily considered functional aspects of distributed sensor systems focusing on techniques to
sense, capture, communicate, and compute over sensor networks. As sensor applications become more complex and diverse, non-functional application needs (such
as timeliness, reliability, accuracy and privacy) become important. As an illustrative
example, consider a network of sensors monitoring ground movement to detect presence/arrival of enemy forces in a given region in a command and control application.
Timeliness and reliability of sensing (in presence of failures) might be of essence
here if the countering maneuver requires immediate detection. Such timeliness and
reliability requirements, however, come at certain costs, namely additional communication overheads, energy costs, etc. Furthermore, different applications over a given
sensor infrastructure may have differing non-functional requirements. For instance,
an online monitoring and actuation application might have real-time requirements,
an analysis application over the same sensor system might only require that data be
collected in a repository (eventually) at a given level of accuracy or spatial and temporal frequency. At the meantime, the more accurate the less privacy the system can
provide. For example, an accurate location sensing would expose people’s privacy to
externals. Such differing application requirements may pose competing requirements
on the underlying sensor data collection, coordination, and storage mechanisms. For
instance, from the perspective of the archival application, it might be both feasible and desirable that the data be collected, temporarily stored, compressed and then
transmitted to the repository. A real-time monitoring/actuation application, however,
may demand low latency.
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5.1 Quality-Aware Sensor Data Collection
Wireless sensor networks have typically been built with a high degree of dependency
between applications and the underlying communication protocols. Such dependency
is justified as necessary to achieve energy efficiency. However, it generates rigid
systems with sensor networks specifically designed to suit a particular application.
While providing a platform that accommodates all types of sensor applications is very
difficult, one idea is to build a middleware architecture that can support a representative class of sensor applications—those with multiple performance requirements
(in particular QoS, QoD, Cost). We observe that there exists a fundamental tradeoff between the overhead introduced in supporting the application and the QoS/QoD
achieved. We refer to this characteristic as the QoS-QoD-Cost tradeoff. If we consider
Cost as one dimension and composite performance as another dimension, the application fixes the position of one dimension, and the system is expected to maximize
the position along the other dimension.
The Quality-aware Sensing Architecture (QUASAR) [49] is a framework that aims
to provide end-to-end support of sensor data collection with data quality specifications [50] and varying QoS and QoD needs (Fig. 7). We envision two complementary
techniques for quality aware sensor data collection.
The first category includes applications that aim to maximize the QoS/QoD without exceeding the energy budget: This applies when the lifetime of a sensor network
is known and the application would like to get as high-quality data as possible.
Providing desired timeliness, reliability, accuracy to applications while conserving
energy continues to be an important goal. For instance, in the immediate aftermath
of a toxic chemical leakage, timely and accurate communication of collected data
is much more important than energy efficiency, hence the application would like to
maximize QoS-timeliness and QoD subject to the constraint of remaining energy.
With the finite remaining energy level on each sensor node, we are faced with a joint
optimization problem when the objective of an application is to maximize more than
one metric (i.e., two or three among reliability, timeliness, accuracy).
Existing work has addressed limited subsets of the problem space. Using decoupled strategies that optimize each performance goal in separate phases can unfortunately lead to very expensive data collection plans, since these performance goals are
often interdependent. The decision on achieving one objective affects the decision on
achieving the other. For instance, improving reliability might entail retransmission
of packets, which may lead to increased latency. One strategy is to design a new
composite evaluation metric. Most of the existing work focuses on one single performance metric, such as data freshness (i.e., the time elapsed from data generation
time to the data collection time) [51], data fidelity (i.e., ratio of nodes participating in
the collection to all the nodes in the area) [51], data accuracy measured as how much
the obtained data deviates from the real value [20], or as combined spatial and time
distortion [35]. We believe it is a better approach if we take into account pre-specified
application preferences towards different performance goals and define a composite system performance metric to facilitate the identification of an “optimal” point
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Fig. 7 QUASAR architecture

that would maximize the multiple QoS or QoD requirements. Alternatively, we can
investigate the tradeoff between these performance goals and develop a collection
plan that optimizes all the goals. More specifically, we might be able to derive theoretical upper bounds on QoS-timeliness, QoS-reliability and QoD, given the energy
constraint. We can further design online algorithms that attempt to either maximize
the composite performance metric as described above, or jointly optimize multiple
goals simultaneously.
An alternate formulation for quality aware data collection can be developed where
the goal is to minimize energy consumption while achieving a minimum acceptable
level of QoS/QoD: This applies when a sensor network needs to consume as little
energy as possible in order to last longer while ensuring the satisfaction of application
needs. For instance, careful energy management of sensor nodes is critical to monitor
remnant or new plumes in the days and weeks after the plume disaster; hence, the
application would like to minimize energy consumption as long as QoD reaches a
certain level. The multiple constraints can be any combination of requirements for
QoS-timeliness, QoS-reliability and QoD, e.g., an application might want to minimize energy consumption while ensuring the minimum data accuracy and maximum
tolerable latency. Since the granularity at which the sensor data is maintained at
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the server directly affects the amount of communication, and a sensor consumes
energy even when it is idling, the total energy consumption is a function of data
granularity and sensor idling time at different power saving states. Therefore, this
is a multi-variable optimization problem subject to multiple constraints. An arbitrary combination of algorithms for satisfying timeliness requirements and those for
meeting data accuracy needs will result in undesirable system performance, since
these constraints are not orthogonal and varying one will typically affect the others.
Hence, it is crucial to understand the interplay between different application needs.
In the following, we describe how individual non-functional needs have been
supported in the literature.
Dealing with Data Accuracy Requirements. Since sensors are resource constrained, sensor data is often collected into more powerful servers. A natural tradeoff
exists between the sensor resources (bandwidth, energy) consumed and the data accuracy collected at the server. Blindly transmitting sensor updates at a fixed periodicity
to the server results in a suboptimal solution due to the differences in stability of
sensor values and due to the varying application needs that impose different accuracy requirements across sensors. The idea of approximate caching in traditional
databases has been applied to resource-constrained sensor networks [19, 49]. The
novelty of that work is the application-aware integration of data accuracy satisfaction and power management of sensors [20, 52]. They have developed an optimal
data collection protocol that depicts how the server and the sensors collaborate to
maintain an optimal representation of sensor data. In concert with this, an optimal
algorithm was designed for managing sensor states, which determines the length of
sensor idling or sleeping.
Dealing with Reliability Requirements. With the increasingly popular use of
WSNs, data is available as never before in many fields of study; practitioners are
now burdened with the challenge of doing data-rich research rather than being datastarved. However, in situ sensors can be prone to errors, links between nodes are
often unreliable, and nodes may become unresponsive in harsh environments, leaving to researchers the onerous task of deciphering often anomalous data. To this end,
the REDFLAG fault detection service is developed that is a Run-time, Distributed,
Flexible, detector of faults, that is also Lightweight And Generic [53]. REDFLAG
addresses the two most worrisome issues in data-driven wireless sensor applications:
abnormal data and missing data. REDFLAG exposes faults as they occur by using
distributed algorithms in order to conserve energy. There are also approaches to
guaranteeing an application’s reliability requirement [15, 54]. Further, the problem
of evaluating continuous selection queries over sensor data has been considered in
the presence of faults [18, 55]. Reports produced by small sensors may not reach
the querying node, resulting in an incomplete and ambiguous answer, as any of the
non-reporting sensors may have produced a tuple which was lost. Fault Tolerant
Evaluation of Continuous Selection Queries (FATE-CSQ) is a protocol that guarantees a user-requested level of quality in an efficient manner. FATE-CSQ is designed
to be resilient to different kinds of failures.
Dealing with Timeliness Requirements. The nature of many sensor applications
as well as continuously changing sensor data often imposes real-time requirements
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on WSN protocols. Due to numerous design constraints, such as limited bandwidth,
memory and energy of sensor platforms, and packet collisions that can potentially
lead to an unbounded number of retransmissions, timeliness techniques designed
for real-time systems and real-time databases cannot be applied directly to WSNs.
In order to design a protocol for sensor applications that require periodic collection
of raw data reports from the entire network in a timely manner, previous work has
formulated the problem as a graph coloring problem and then developed TIGRA
(Timely Sensor Data Collection using Distributed Graph Coloring)—a distributed
heuristic for graph coloring that takes into account application semantics and special
characteristics of sensor networks [56, 57]. TIGRA ensures that no interference
occurs and spatial channel reuse is maximized by assigning a specific time slot
for each node. Although the end-to-end delay incurred by sensor data collection
largely depends on a specific topology, platform, and application, TIGRA provides a
transmission schedule that guarantees a deterministic delay on sensor data collection.

5.2 Dealing with Composite Requirements
A more challenging issue is to ensure that the multiple non-functional needs posed by
application queries: timeliness, data accuracy, reliability are met in a cost-effective
manner. However application requirements may conflict with each other. Consider
the following cases.
• Accuracy versus timeliness: Frequent updates from sensors will undoubtedly
improve accuracy, however, it might also leave the server not enough time to
process user queries, hence violating many time constraints. A straightforward
application of existing algorithms for dynamic data management that address the
cost and accuracy tradeoffs attempt to keep the database “reasonably” accurate.
However, it ignores the arrival order and time constraints of user requests. i.e.,
an urgent request might have to wait for a long time before it can be processed;
even though the request can be processed by merely retrieving values from the
repository, the long waiting time may lead to the violation of time constraints.
There are other subtle implications that arise when timing needs are ignored. For
instance, handling update requests from sensors prior to retrieval requests might
either improve or worsen timing and cost depending on how many update requests
remain to be processed. Furthermore, the cost involved in sensor data collection is
not only introduced by communication, but also sensor idling at different power
saving states.
• Timeliness versus reliability: In order to ensure reliability in the presence of
faults, there may be a need to re-transmit data; however, this recovery can be
time-consuming, hence leading to degradation in timeliness satisfaction. Directly
applying existing fault tolerant techniques developed for delivering sensor data
may provide certain reliability guarantees. However, those techniques typically
are ignorant of timing needs of applications. For instance, in order to ensure
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reliable data delivery, hop-by-hop recovery is often applied; however, the final
arrival of the data might lag behind significantly and become useless since the
timing constraints are violated.
• Reliability versus accuracy queries may derive some missing sensor data based on
historical or neighboring reports, and this might be sufficient for reliability needs;
however, this implies that the derived data may not be accurate.
Existing and ongoing research has addressed the tradeoffs between two dynamic factors in different context. For instance, the tradeoffs between transaction timeliness
and data freshness have been studied via different real-time scheduling algorithms
in real-time and temporal databases [36, 58, 59]; the accuracy and cost tradeoffs
are explored by developing various cache management algorithms in dynamic data
management [31, 49, 50, 60–67], the tradeoffs between reliability and energy efficiency in sensor networks have been investigated [8, 16, 37, 68–76]. However,
the problem of supporting multi-dimension (possibly conflicting) non-functional
needs—timeliness, accuracy, reliability and cost-effectiveness—simultaneously in
the context of heterogeneous sensor networks remains a challenge. While real-time
scheduling algorithms determine the order of request processing with the objective of increasing the number of requests with their time constraints met, they are
incognizant of communication and data processing overheads involved in the data
collection process in highly unreliable distributed sensor environments. The overheads come from of sampling sensors, retrieving data from repositories, updating
repositories, etc. To address the cost constraint, these overheads should be kept to a
minimum while addressing the timeliness/accuracy/reliability needs. In addition, the
current approaches do not address the issues of how the scheduled request should be
processed. For instance, should it obtain information from the repository and sacrifice accuracy for cost or should it probe the sensor and sacrifice cost for current and
possibly future accuracy?
Determining an appropriate composition of the services for reliable accuracyaware scheduling and cost-aware database maintenance is challenging due to the
following reasons. Firstly, achieving optimality (minimized overall cost while meeting timelines s needs and accuracy constraints) in sensor data collection is impossible.
Addressing the timeliness/accuracy/reliability/cost tradeoffs simultaneously is in fact
NP-hard, since the problem is a superset of the classical scheduling problem with
mutual exclusion constraints (which has been proven to be NP-hard [77, 78]). Secondly, how the composition should work needs to be determined. Should the services
operate independently with no interaction (resulting in poor performance) or should
each service be extended to work in concert with the others? Each service becomes
more complicated when extended and composed and there are no straightforward
rules for how to adjust parameters for each service in order to achieve the overall best
performance. It is also unclear exactly what information is needed to enable the composition to make the parameter adjustments. Finally, there are a number of dynamic
factors affecting the data collection process: the network latency and link quality
are unpredictable and variable, the observed phenomena are highly dynamic, and
sensors are failure prone. Hence, adapting the system while balancing the composite
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tradeoffs of timeliness, accuracy, reliability and cost is not straightforward. Lots of
current research has primarily considered functional aspects of distributed sensor
systems focusing on techniques to sense, capture, communicate, and compute over
sensor networks. To support different non-functional (i.e., quality) needs of sensor
data collection, most schemes are implemented at different layers such as MAC layer,
routing layer, or data management layer. In fact, these non-functional needs are cross
cutting issues that are better addressed by using cross-layer approaches. Motivated
by the observation that various biological systems have developed mechanisms to
meet conflicting requirements simultaneously, a biologically-inspired solution has
been proposed to balance the tradeoffs among conflicting requirements (reliability, timeliness, energy efficiency) and govern mobile agent behavior in sensornets
[79, 80] .
To ensure judicious composition, several general strategies can be exploited.
• Error-Aware prediction: Here, the individual sensor and mediator dynamically
agree upon a model that predicts sensor measurements over the immediate future.
If the sensor reading adheres to the predicted model within an error bound, the communication of the sensor readings to the mediator is avoided conserving energy.
Prediction-based mechanisms can exploit local compute capabilities at the sensor
to further optimize communication (the efficacy of the optimization process is
dependent on the accuracy of the prediction model). While prediction is useful,
there are many issues that need to be resolved in incorporating prediction models
for dynamic data collection. For instance: Who determines the prediction models,
the sensor or the mediator? What is the protocol by which a sensor and mediator agree on a model M? How does one do dynamic model switching to improve
accuracy of the prediction process? What is the energy/performance overhead due
to model maintenance and synchronization?
• Spatiotemporal Sensor Correlation: As sensor networks scale in size and density, there will be increasing redundancies (correlations) between different sensors
[81]. This can be exploited in a principled manner to help recover from failures
or provide a quick estimate of the sensor value when probing the sensor may
result in violation of timeliness needs. We will develop a probabilistic approach
where we model the correlations between different sensors using a probabilistic
network (Bayesian net or Markov random field). Using a compact summary of
the (joint) distribution of all the sensors, we will attempt to provide reasonably
accurate answers to queries such as: Given that sensor X has value X, what is
the most likely value of sensor Y? (to fill in missing values, for instance). As a
by-product, such an approach can also detect failures. Consider the case where the
readings of sensor X have changed significantly, but X is failing to communicate
this for some reason. The shift in its data distribution will be reflected in other
correlated sensors as well. If these sensors are still functioning, then the changes
they signal, used in conjunction with the probabilistic model, will clearly indicate
that communication is to be expected from X. The absence of such communication
is a sign of the possible failure of X.
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• Application Aware Caching: Caching part of the sensor data can be performed at
different levels: at the sensor node, at the intermediate mediator, or at a centralized
server. Cached data may be accurate enough to answer some queries, this may
enable better timely results to queries. Cached data can be used to infer current
sensor readings as well, which improves timeliness while avoiding the overhead
of re-transmitting data from sensors. Questions that need to be answered while
developing these techniques include where to cache, what to cache and how to
cache (i.e., at what level of resolution).

6 Querying and Query Optimization in Sensor Networks
User tasks submitted in a high-level language appropriate to the application domain,
will be mapped to appropriate data management primitives by the application software which will then be posed to the sensor database management system in a
declarative (e.g., SQL-like) language. In this section, we will describe the various
types of sensor queries and potential optimizations for query processing in sensor
networks.
A query from a sensor application may ask for a data value produced by a sensor
device at any time instant including the future, the present or the historical past. While
queries about the future cannot be answered precisely at the present time by either
the producer or the archiver, queries about the present can be answered by the data
producer or the device in our case. For historical queries, the only choice is to answer
them approximately at the archive since the producer discards the time series once
it has sent a compressed representation to the archive. For queries seeking future
data values, we seek to build evaluation strategies that allow tremendous scaling
to large-scale data networks. Thus, we use an approximate representation of the
actual data at the sources within bounded quality guarantees using a quality-aware
client-server architecture to achieve scalable, energy and bandwidth efficient query
processing. The data collection architecture as described above allows us to capture
current and past data with a given quality. Applications need to be able to run on this
imprecise data producing approximate results. While there are many types of queries
are possible, we consider three types of queries over the imprecise data representation
of particular interest to sensor applications: continuous monitoring queries, general
purpose aggregate and SQL queries and monitoring applications.
Continuous queries for monitoring applications: Continuous queries are those
in which a query runs periodically over a time period (e.g., summary of the traffic
information on a freeway every 5 min). Such queries may be continuous aggregate queries with different precision bounds on their answers. Different queries will
involve different sets of source/sensor data with possible overlaps. If the communication cost to collect a single data on any specific source is known, it is an interesting research problem to look for the optimal precisions on each data source so
that the total communication cost is minimized and all query quality requirements
are satisfied as well. Again the issue is given the error threshold, how to push the
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computation to the sensors and exploit inter-sensor communication to minimize the
net communication overhead between the sensors and the server.
An example of continuous queries is the tracking of mobile objects over a period
of time. The basic approach to tracking using sensors works as follows: at any
instance, a set of sensors whose sensing range the object to be tracked is located
in are activated. The activated sensors communicate their readings to the tracking
module periodically which fuses the sensor readings to determine the location of a
mobile object at any given time. The more frequent the communication, better is
the track, where quality is defined as the reciprocal of the deviation from the actual
trajectory. However, it incurs higher cost. Depending upon the type of sensor used,
in its simplest form, the location can be triangulated from three sensor values.
In contrast to the above, an alternative tracking framework is to explore a systematic mechanism using which the energy consumption of the tracking module can
be controlled based on the application’s quality/accuracy requirement. Specifically,
an application may specify its willingness to tolerate a bounded inaccuracy—e.g.,
tolerance to within 10 meters from the target trajectory. The application tolerance
can be exploited to reduce communication between sensors and the tracking module.
A key aspect of this approach is the translation of application quality to measurement quality at the sensor. At any stage during tracking, each enabled sensor and the
tracking module dynamically agree upon a model that predicts the object’s mobility
in the immediate future. Such a model can either be communicated by the tracking
module to the sensor when the sensor is activated or alternatively determined by
the sensor using model fitting techniques based on a set of readings. If the object
adheres to the predicted model within the error bound, the communication of the
sensor readings to the tracking module is avoided thereby conserving energy. Note
that the correctness of the approach is independent of the efficacy of the prediction
model in predicting the target motion, though the effectiveness of the strategy (in
terms of reducing communication) is directly related to the model. Previous work
[29] has established the feasibility of the above envisioned adaptive tracking framework on top of adaptive precision data collection mechanisms. Using even the very
conservative policies to adapt the sensor precision based on application tolerance,
we can get many-fold improvement in power conservation.
Answering Value-based Queries with Bounded Quality: A query may ask for a data
value (or aggregation of a set of data values) produced by a device at any time instant
including the future, the present or the historical past. While queries about the future
cannot be answered precisely at time n (which is the present time) by either the producer or the archiver, queries about the present can be answered by the data producer
or the device in our case. For historical queries, the only choice is to answer them
approximately at the archive since the producer discards the time series once it has
sent a compressed representation to the archive. If a query asks for a data value at a
time instant, it may be answered using any of the three following evaluation strategies:
Probe: The server issues a direct request to the device for the data item at the time
instant. However, this requires that the producer, or the device, maintain the samples it
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has not yet sent to the archive and listen continuously on the communication channel,
thus making it in appropriate for the energy-constrained wireless sensor nodes
Wait: The server may wait for the data item to arrive. However if the quality requirements of the query is more stringent than ε(precision at the sensor), then the answer
would be incorrect.
Predict: A predictive model (M, θ) is stored at the archive. Thus the archive or the
server predicts the future value of the device and answers the query. The use of prediction to answer queries is motivated by the communication latency between the
producer and the archiver of the time series. It does away with either doing a probe
or waiting for a value to e sent by a sensor. Also, the archive can answer to interested
applications, within εpred estimation of time series values before these values arrive
at the archive.
Answering Set-based Queries with Bounded Quality: For queries that return a set of
answers, (e.g., sample points in space-time where temperature exceeds 100 degrees),
one of the key issues is how to measure the quality of results. Many metrics to
measure differences between two sets have been proposed in the literature (e.g.,
Earth movers distance, match-and compare, etc.). While such measures could be used
diagnostically to quantify the closeness of results to the true answer (i.e., quality of
the results) when the true answers are known, there is no straightforward mechanism
to estimate the quality of result at the server using these measures in a prescriptive
setting such as ours when the true answers are not known a priori. An ideal measure,
for our setting is such that (1) it is easy to compute, (2) does not require advance
knowledge of exact answers, and (3) can be used to support progressive improvements
of results. We have recently shown that precision (that measures the purity of results)
and recall (that measures the completeness of results) suitably adapted to measure
the set discrepancy metrics satisfy the above requirements [82]. The key aspect of
these measures that makes them suitable for our purpose is that even though precision
and recall cannot be accurately computed without knowledge of the true answer set,
a range that provides a lower and upper bound on them can be determined without
explicit knowledge of the true answers. Thus, at any stage of query processing, a
tight bound on accuracy of the returned results can be determined. If the bound is not
sufficient to meet application needs, results can be suitably refined. Previous work has
explored such a mechanism for a simple selection queries that select certain sensor
readings based on whether or not they satisfy a specified predicate. One direction
of future research is to generalize this approach to a larger class of SQL queries
including join queries.
Energy-aware query processing: Since the most critical resources in WSNs are energy
and communication capabilities, research efforts in query optimization have aimed
to minimize energy consumption and communication loads. In-network data aggregation is one such technique; it relies on the observation that a sensor node consumes
much more energy to communicate than process data. Here sensor nodes operate in
multiple phases to process the received sensor data and then send out the aggregated information. During the first phase, a hierarchical tree structure rooted at an
access point is discovered via techniques such as network clustering [83, 84]. For
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example, in TAG [8], a routing tree is formed during the query dissemination phase.
A node always aggregates incoming data before sending it to its parent. Approximation techniques [21, 85] have also been explored to achieve energy-efficient
data aggregation by eliminating unnecessary messages. X. Yu. S. Mehrotra et al.
[86] tackles issues that arise due to shared media access by exploring sensor state
scheduling for data collection and aggregation within sensor networks. They first
identify potential collisions relevant to aggregate monitoring in the deployed wireless environment, and then propose TDMA scheduling algorithms based on greedy
heuristics to determine sensor node operation states to achieve energy-efficient and
collision-free communication for data collection and control message dissemination
with short makespans. Other work [87–89] organizes the queries into groups according to their attributes so that similar queries results can be collected using the same
path.
Distributed query processing: is an alternative approach to processing triggered
queries. Although tree-based query processing has been shown to work well for monitoring queries in general, utilizing a fixed network topology for triggered queries
is not always the best solution. SURCH (SURfing and searCHing) [90] is a fully
decentralized peer-based algorithm for processing triggered queries in wireless sensor networks. SURCH combines query dissemination and processing so that a query
can be partially processed on the fly in a sensor network. Partial results are delivered
to the query initiator or a designated proxy for final processing. SURCH avoids the
overheads of network topology construction or interaction with a server by exploiting local communication. The novelty of SURCH is fourfold. First, it is capable
of processing ad hoc in-network generated queries more efficiently than existing
tree-based techniques in addition to continuously monitoring queries. Second, by
implementing prioritization, when only a small number of sensor nodes contribute
to the query result, SURCH demands very little communication. Third, sensor workloads can be balanced to maximize the overall life-time of sensor networks through
carefully designed propagation policies. Finally, SURCH has an inherent resilience
to sensor failures, as it does not depend on any particular node, but works “around”
failed nodes, discovering the ones that are still operational.

7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we discussed techniques and solutions for effective data management
in distributed sensor networks. In particular, novel approaches to data representation,
distributed sensor architectures, and query processing will trigger the development of
alternative protocols/services for adaptive optimization engine that can be used over
a wide range of sensor networks and applications. Sensor networks are an example
of a complex technical system with multiple operational constraints and performance goals dictated by the deployed application at hand. In general, the dynamic
nature of observed phenomena under varying system and network conditions implies
that policies instrumented in the system should be dynamic and customizable.
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Multiple system and application activities can interfere with each other when they
occur concurrently in distributed sensor systems. Fundamental problems arise in
the concurrent execution of multiple distributed services and protocols that manage
multiple needs; further complications arise in the dynamic customization of these
services and protocols. Arbitrary composition of those techniques developed for
addressing each individual non-functional need will result in unsatisfactory system
performance, when there are multiple needs. More research is needed to address the
complexity of supporting distributed sensor data collection application under multiple conflicting requirements: timeliness, accuracy, reliability and cost-effectiveness.
A widescale and effective deployment of sensing infrastructures has the potential to impact the scientific community (disaster management, ecosystem monitoring, command and control) at large; further research in this area will help generate
guidelines for the development of sensor architectures for specific disciplines. Novel
challenges for the new decade include sustainability of large sensing infrastructures
that provide intelligence to applications while preserving the privacy of individuals
in sensed spaces.
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